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Abstract
Pricing for the use of telecommunication services is an issue widely treated in the literature. In the last years it has received a growing
attention in order to establish various fairness criteria in the bandwidth allocation for each type of traffic class. A number of pricing models
have been proposed and analyzed in the context of Quality of Service (QoS) guaranteed networks (e.g. ATM, IP Integrated Services, IP
Differentiated Services) and more recently, also for Best Effort (BE) environments. In the context of QoS networks the pricing scheme can
influence the Call Admission Control (CAC) rules. On the contrary, for a BE service, users accept a variable bandwidth allocation, they are
not subject to CAC and their pricing policies, according to the Proportional Fairness Pricing, are integrated within the flow control. In this
paper we investigate the condition where both BE traffic and traffic explicitly requiring QoS (Guaranteed Performance, GP) are present. We
propose three CAC rules for the GP traffic. The aim is to maximize the Internet Service Provider’s overall revenue and to establish a bound
over the GP traffic prices. Numerical results are presented to show the good performance of the proposed techniques.
q 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Call Admission Control; Pricing; Proportional Fairness; Best Effort services; Guaranteed Performance services; IP Quality of Service;
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1. Introduction
The exponential growth of the Internet, the pervasive
diffusion of the TCP/IP paradigm for the transport of Best
Effort (BE) services, and the emergence of Guaranteed
Performance (GP) services (as provided by ATM and IP
QoS mechanisms), have fostered the development of
Internet pricing schemes. Besides differentiating prices
according to QoS levels, such schemes should also be
capable of achieving ‘globally optimal’ bandwidth allocations and fairness for the users.
A number of pricing models have been considered and
analyzed in the context of Quality of Service (QoS)
guaranteed networks, mainly with respect to the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) world (see, e.g. Refs. [1 – 8]). In
Ref. [6], a dynamic adaptive priority scheme for each
Virtual Path (VP), based on the periodic adjustment of
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prices per unit of bandwidth is proposed: the users decide
the bandwidth to be utilized on the corresponding VP and
pay accordingly up to the next reallocation. Kelly in Ref. [5]
bases the pricing scheme in a QoS context on the concept of
effective bandwidth (i.e. the bandwidth that is necessary to
satisfy call-level QoS requirements). The user’s charge is
established in function of the traffic volume and of the call
duration. Such function is linear and its coefficients are: a
fixed charge, the price per unit time, the price per unit
volume; they are fixed at the time of connection acceptance
and depend on the user’s traffic contract. IP QoS
mechanisms (Resource Reservation Protocol [9], Integrated
Services [10,11] and Differentiated Services [12]) can be
subject to pricing policies very similar to the ‘guaranteed
bandwidth’ environments (circuit-switched or ATM).
On the other hand, in a BE context, where the user does
not declare QoS parameters and is not subject to a Call
Admission Control (CAC) (i.e. flows are ‘elastic’, as
determined by TCP congestion control, or by TCP-friendly
mechanisms at the application level), pricing policies
should be different from those adopted in the above
mentioned QoS environments. Recent works about
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the design of telecommunication networks have also shown
that it is better to serve elastic traffic with variable
bandwidth allocation rather than with constant bit rate
[30 – 32]. Moreover, giving the BE traffic only the
bandwidth resources unused by the GP services, as proposed
in some early models (see for example Ref. [36]), does not
seem to be the best way to manage GP and BE service
classes together [18]. A new model for BE services, the
Proportional Fairness Pricing (PFP), has been proposed in
order to manage both congestion control and pricing also for
some ‘big users’ that do not subscribe a GP traffic contract.
Such big users, in fact, could be interested in receiving a
variable bandwidth allocation in order to satisfy their
variable QoS requirements (e.g. packet delay constraints),
according to the current network traffic congestion condition and to their willingness to pay [34,35]. Low and
Varaiya [15] have been among the first to propose a pricing
model where prices are periodically adjusted on the basis of
a dynamic pricing flow control. The users’ requests are
formulated through a ‘utility function’, according to their
traffic parameters and QoS requirements and to their
‘willingness to pay’ for a given service. In this context,
pricing becomes strictly related with congestion control, as
it is capable of determining the optimal rates of the users’
flows that maximize the aggregate source utility [13,14,16,
17,20,21,42].
In the literature, models for CAC strategies aimed at
maximizing the Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) revenue
[27 – 29,37,38] and models for the integration between
congestion control and pricing [13,14,16,17,20,21,42] are
usually analyzed separately. Our aim is to establish a unified
model, able to manage both the GP and the BE traffic. We
propose novel price-based CAC rules, whose main goal is
the maximization of the ISP’s revenue. However, at the
same time, we obtain a fair bandwidth allocation for BE
users (consistently with the PFP scheme). The papers that
deal with the CAC in telecommunications networks propose
models for the minimization of a weighted sum of the
blocking probabilities of different traffic classes, each of
which is associated to a particular reward for the ISP’s
revenue (see, for example, Refs. [27 – 29]). In this context,
the minimization of the blocking probability corresponds to
the maximization of the ISP’s revenue. In a real network,
under both the ATM technology [6,7] and the future IPQoS
technology [9 –12], BE and GP traffic classes are multiplexed together and share the available bandwidth
resources. In such a context, a trade-off between revenues
coming from GP and BE users must be taken into
consideration. The maximization of the ISP’s overall
revenue in a heterogeneous network of both GP and BE
users would be a quite simple task if the bandwidth
allocations and the prices for BE users were much lower
than those imposed to GP ones (a situation considered in
some models preceding the PFP, e.g. Ref. [36]). In such
case, each strategy that minimizes the blocking probability
of GP calls achieves the maximum ISP’s revenue, too. On
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the contrary, if some big users are managed and priced
following the BE PFP scheme [34,35], the revenue
generated by BE traffic can become very close to the GP
revenue. For this reason, the revenue that would be provided
by the acceptance of a new incoming GP connection should
be compared with the correspondingly possible BE revenue
decrease on the links crossed by such new GP connection,
and the result should drive the CAC decision. A possible
alternative to this is to derive a new tariff for the GP service,
to compensate the BE revenue decrease.
The issue of modeling and analyzing the integration of
BE and GP traffic pricing is addressed in rather few papers
(see e.g. Refs. [18,19]). In Ref. [18] an analytical model for
the evaluation of the decay of the BE traffic performance as
a function of the GP traffic blocking probability is proposed.
Moreover, using a Stackelberg game model, a policy that
recalls the paris-Metro pricing scheme [3] is proposed. The
aim is to set the prices so that those users who are free to
choose between GP or BE service (the so-called mixed
users), would be inclined toward the traffic class that results
more convenient, so as to reach the best global social
welfare. In this paper, we do not decide upon the choice of
the traffic class; rather, each incoming flow will be declared
to belong either to GP or BE beforehand and we take on-line
decisions by using different CAC techniques that are
explicitly based on the presence of both traffic categories.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the main optimization problem for the BE
environment (PFP) following Low and Lapsley [16] and
Kelly [13]. Section 3 is devoted to the description of our
optimization model. Numerical results are presented in
Section 4 and final remarks in Section 5. Conclusions and
future work are discussed in Section 6.

2. Proportional Fairness Pricing
The concept of the PFP was motivated by the desire to
incorporate the notion of fairness into the allocation of
network resources [3]. The PFP is dedicated to the BE
service class, because the bandwidth allocation of a PFP
user depends on the current network congestion conditions.
In the PFP model the willingness to pay for such bandwidth
allocation is also taken into account (see also Ref. [8], for an
introduction to the congestion price models, or Ref. [42]).
The PFP is aimed at maximizing the network social welfare
and at guaranteeing a fair bandwidth allocation, either in
terms of the Max-min fairness [33], adopted by the ATM
forum for ABR services [40], or in terms of the
‘proportional fairness’ proposed in Refs. [13,39,41]. A BE
user, in the context of the PFP, can represent a single
domestic user, but also a ‘big one’ such as an aggregation of
domestic users or a group of LANs (for example a company,
one of its branches, or a university campus [34]). Each of
these aggregates includes one or more groups of single users
that have the same routing path. Their willingness to pay is
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modeled by a single ‘big’ utility function that can vary
during the day [34,35].
With a notation that slightly differs from that in Refs.
[13,16], we consider a telecommunication network
composed by a set J of unidirectional links j; each with
capacity cj : We call ‘BE user’ r a connection established
on a specific path consisting of a non-empty subset JBE ðrÞ
of J; RBE is the set of active BE users, whose cardinality
is denoted by lRBE l: We indicate with RBE ðjÞ the subset of
BE users that use link j and with A ¼ {Ajr ; j [ J; r [
RBE } the matrix assigning resources to BE users (Ajr ¼ 1
if link j is used by user r; Ajr ¼ 0 otherwise). Moreover,
let xr be the rate of user r and Ur ðxr Þ : ½mr ; Mr  ! R the
utility function of such user, supposed to be strictly
concave, increasing and continuously differentiable over
Ir ¼ ½mr ; Mr ; mr and Mr are the minimum and maximum
transmission rates, respectively, required by user r: Such
utility function describes the sensitiveness of user r to
changes in xr : In the context of pricing, one can think of
Ur ðxr Þ as the amount of money user r is willing to pay for
a certain xr : Finally, let c ¼ ½cj ; j [ J; x ¼ ½xr ; r [ RBE ;
UðxÞ ¼ ½Ur ðxr Þ; r [ RBE  be the aggregate vectorial quantities. The main goal of the ISP can now be stated,
consisting of the maximization of the sum of all users’
utilities, under the link capacity constraints over the given
paths [13,16,17,20].
Namely, we have the SYSTEM problem:
X
xo ¼ arg max
Us ðxs Þ
ð1Þ
xr [Ir ;;r[RBE

s[RBE

under the following constraints:
A·x # c

x$0

It is shown in Refs. [13,16,17,20,21] that to formulate a
distributed and decentralized solution of the SYSTEM
problem it is convenient to look at its dual. Following Ref.
[16], the capacity constraints can be incorporated in the
maximization by defining the Lagrangian:
0
1
X
X
X
Lðx; pÞ ¼
Ur ðxr Þ 2
pj @
xr 2 cj A
r[RBE

¼

X

r[RBE ðjÞ

j[J

2
4Ur ðxr Þ 2 xr

r[RBE

X
j[JBE ðrÞ

3
pj 5 þ

X

pj c j

ð2Þ

j[J

where p ¼ ½pj ; j [ J:
The objective function of the dual problem is:
8
9
< X
=
X
s
Bs ðp Þ þ
pj c j
DðpÞ ¼ max Lðx; pÞ ¼
:s[R
;
xr [Ir ;;r
j[J
BE

where:
Br ðpr Þ ¼

max

xr [½mr ;Mr 

ðUr ðxr Þ 2 xr pr Þ

ð3Þ

pr ¼

X

pj

ð4Þ

j[JBE ðrÞ

Thus, the dual problem for Eq. (1) is:
po ¼ arg min DðpÞ

ð5Þ

p$0

The first term of the dual objective function DðpÞ is
decomposed into lRBE l separable subproblems (3) and (4). If
we interpret pj as the price per unit bandwidth at link j then
pr is the total price per unit bandwidth for all links in the
path of user r: Hence, xr pr represents the ‘shadow price’ for
user r [41,42], namely, the bandwidth cost for user r; when
it transmits at rate xr ; under the current network conditions
in terms of the congestion of the links and of the other users’
utility functions. Br ðpr Þ is the benefit that can be achieved by
user r at the given price pr under the current network
conditions.
Define by xr ðpÞ; r [ RBE the solution to Eq. (3) for a
given p. Such xr ðpÞ may not be the solution of Eq. (1), but if
each subproblems (3) takes pr from the solution of Eq. (5),
then the primal optimal source rate xo of Eq. (1) can be
computed by each individual user r: It is worth noting that,
given po ; individual BE users can solve Eq. (3) separately,
without the need to coordinate with other users. In practice,
po serves as a coordination signal that aligns the individual
optimality of Eq. (3) with the social optimality of Eq. (1).
The dual problem can be solved using a gradient projection
method, where link prices are adjusted in opposite direction
to the gradient 7DðpÞ :
"
#
›DðpðtÞÞ
ð6Þ
pj ðt þ 1Þ ¼ pj ðtÞ 2 h
›pj
P
Noting that ›DðpðtÞÞ=›pj ¼ cj 2 r[RBE ðjÞ xr ðpðtÞÞ; also the
solution of the dual problem (5) can be achieved in a
decentralized way. Namely, Eq. (6) can be implemented
by
P
individual links using only the local information r[RBE ðjÞ
xr ðpðtÞÞ that is the aggregate source rate at link j: At each
iteration, user r individually solves Eq. (3) and communicates the results xr ðpÞ to each link j [ JBE ðrÞ on its path.
Each link j then updates its price pj according to Eq. (6), it
communicates the new prices to user r; and the cycle
repeats.
An alternative decomposition is proposed in Ref. [13]:
the SYSTEM problem (1) can be decomposed, by separately
considering an ISP part and a user part. Let wr ¼ pr xr ; r [
RBE ; be the shadow price [41,42] for user r; i.e. the price per
time unit that user r is willing to pay. Let w ¼ ½wr ; r [
RBE ; each BE user solves the following optimization
problem.
The USERr problem:
  

w
wor ¼ arg max
Ur rr 2 wr
ð7Þ
wr : wr =pr [Ir
p
subject to: wr $ 0: In practice, a software agent periodically
contracts with the network the bandwidth allocation xr of
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each user r; it computes wr in function of its utility, and
sends it to the network [35]. The ISP, instead, has to solve
the following optimization problem.
The NETWORK problem:
X
o
ws log xs
ð8Þ
x ¼ arg max
xr [Ir ;;r[RBE

s[RBE

under the following constraints:
A·x # c

x$0

Given the vector w the network computes x, and sends it as a
feedback to the flow controller of each user r: Asynchronous
distributed approaches to the NETWORK problem have
been developed in several works (see e.g. Refs. [13,17]).
Malinowski [17] suggests the use of feedback from the real
system, while in Ref. [13] it is shown that modeling flow
control dynamics through suitable differential equations,
can yield to an arbitrarily close approximation to the
solution of the problem. More specifically, cost functions
are defined for each link j; of the type:
0
1
X
mj ðtÞ ¼ gj @
xr ðtÞA
ð9Þ
r[RBE ðjÞ

where the arguments of the functions gj ð·Þ; j [ J; represents
the total rates on the link j of the network. Such functions
should set a penalty on an excessive use of the resource. The
following dynamic system, including pricing and flow
control is considered in Refs. [13,17]:
0
1
X
d
x ðtÞ ¼ kr @wr 2 xr ðtÞ
mj ðtÞA
ð10Þ
dt r
j[J ðrÞ
BE

The interpretation in terms of flow control is as follows:
† each link j generates feedback signals according to gj ðyÞ;
where y is the flow traversing it;
† the feedback is interpreted as a congestion indicator by
the users;
† each user’s rate grows with rate wr and decreases
proportionally to the feedback.
It can be shown that, under not too restrictive hypotheses
on the form of functions gj ð·Þ; the system of differential
equations is globally stable and by adapting the prices wr
according to the solutions of the USERr problems, the PFP
optimum of Eq. (1) can be reached [13].

3. Guaranteed Performance service: Call Admission
Control and pricing
In this section we shall consider the presence in the
network of both BE traffic and of traffic explicitly requiring
guaranteed QoS (GP traffic). In this context, our goal is to
influence the BE traffic flow control and to apply a CAC to
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the GP traffic in order to maximize the ISP’s overall
revenue. A GP user does not request a variable bandwidth
allocation according to a utility function as in the PFP
scheme, as it is interested in receiving a fixed bandwidth
pipe that cannot vary, in spite of the network traffic
conditions. Therefore, the request can be accepted only if
there are enough bandwidth resources along the required
routing path.
In the literature, when CAC in telecommunications
networks is addressed, models for the minimization of a
weighted sum of the blocking probability of the incoming
traffic classes, each of which is associated to a particular
reward for the ISP’s revenue, are proposed (see for example
Refs. [27 –29]). Other works propose models for a static or a
dynamic allocation of the prices in order to maximize the
ISP’s revenue [37,38]. In these papers, the minimization of
the blocking probability corresponds to the maximization of
the ISP’s revenue. In this section we investigate the fact
that, if BE PFP users are multiplexed together with GP
users, a trade-off between GP and BE revenues should be
taken into account. In fact, if also big users can subscribe a
PFP traffic contract [34], accepting a new GP connection
does not always increase the ISP’s revenue, owing to the
fact that the BE revenue decreases on the links crossed by
such new GP connection. We actually believe that future
telecommunication networks will be heterogeneous systems, namely, neither the GP services nor the BE services
will be proposed as the unique models for the establishment
of a traffic contract between an ISP and the customers. Some
customers could be interested in paying a tariff for the
establishment of a service with some strict QoS requirements and could be priced according to a GP tariff category.
On the other hand, other customers could be interested in
paying a tariff for the establishment of a service with a
lighter and variable QoS requirements that can also adapt to
the network congestion conditions and can be priced
according to a BE tariff category, for example according
to the PFP scheme. Clearly, as also big users can subscribe a
PFP traffic contract, the bandwidth allocations and the
prices of the GP users will not necessarily be greater than
those of such BE users.
In the following we shall propose three strategies that
influence the amount of resources to allocate to the GP
traffic, taking into account the bandwidth allocation of the
BE one. In our first strategy, a price is given for all the GP
traffic and we decide whether it is suitable or not to accept
the requests of incoming connections on the basis of a
revenue derivative comparison. In the second one, all the
requests that pass the CAC bandwidth availability check are
accepted, but every GP user is assigned a new price. In the
third one, we decide whether it is suitable to accept an
incoming GP connection if it increases the estimated overall
revenue at the end of its duration. In our model of the
network, the total ISP’s revenue per unit time G (for
example expressed in e/s) is formed by the sum of two
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terms, concerning the GP and the BE traffic, respectively:
G ¼ GGP þ GBE

ð11Þ

The revenue concerning the BE users is given by the wo
vector as the optimal solution of the corresponding PFP
problems (1) and (7) (given the vector xo from Eq. (1), the
wor of each user is obtained by Eq. (7) as wor ¼ xor U 0 ðxor Þ),
while that of the GP traffic is obtained by multiplying the
Effective Bandwidth [5] by the assigned charge. The ISP
assigns a reserved bandwidth yr to each user r [ RGP ; where
we denote by RGP the set of active GP users (i.e. all of the
GP connections accepted in the network and in progress).
Every user r; r [ RGP ; pays an amount br per unit of sent
GP traffic data per unit time (e.g. br could be e/Mbps per
minute). Each time a new GP call asks to enter the network
(i.e. a new GP user r~ wants to start up a connection), the
network is asked for a new amount of bandwidth yr~ : The
GP’s required bandwidth might be computed, for example,
by using a technique like the equivalent bandwidth in ATM,
and, anyway, the feasibility of the request with respect to the
available capacity should be tested [44]. We suppose the BE
traffic to be regulated by a flow control mechanism such as
in Section 2; so, before the new GP user r~ enters the
network, the rates xr and the prices per unit time wr of the
current BE users r [ RBE ; have reached the stationary
optimal values xor and wor : If the new bandwidth yr~ will be
reserved for the new GP user r~; the BE traffic rates xor and
price wor ; r [ RBE ; will move to the new optimal values x~ or
and w
~ or according to Eqs. (1) and (7), where the capacity
constraints in Eq. (1) become:
ð12Þ

A·x # c~

where c~ ¼P½~cj ; j [ J is the residual capacity matrix, with
c~ j ¼ cj 2 r[RGP ;j[r yr the residual capacity (capacity not
reserved to GP traffic) of link j:
3.1. First CAC control rule: CACPricing1
P
It is clear that the revenue’s
rates (GBE ¼ r[RBE wor for
P
BE traffic and GGP ¼ r[RGP br yr for GP traffic) change
with the traffic change. If a new GP user r~ enters the
network, the GP revenue rate, GGP ; increases, while the BE
traffic rates decrease (less bandwidth available for BE), so
that the BE revenue rate, GBE ; decreases, too. In this respect,
a possible Acceptance Control Rule for the requests of
increasing the GP traffic reserved bandwidth is to accept the
new GP bandwidth reservation only if the total revenue rate
increases with respect to the current situation. So, in our first
proposal, we use the revenue rate to decide whether to
accept a new GP request. In particular, let yr ; r [ RGP ; be
the current GP bandwidth reservations, and yr~ a new
bandwidth request for the new GP user r~ with associated
tariff br~ : The ISP accepts the new bandwidth request if:
X o
X
X o
X
w
br yr þ br~ yr~ þ
br y r þ
wr
ð13Þ
~r $
r[RGP

r[RBE

r[RGP

r[RBE

where the w
~ or represent the optimal values of the BE price in
the presence of the new GP allocation yr~ :
This results in the following CAC rule.
CACPricing1. Accept any new GP call if it passes the
CAC bandwidth availability check and if
X
br~ yr~ $
ðw0r 2 w~ 0r Þ
ð14Þ
r[RBE

In this context, the choice of the prices is static [37], namely,
the GP prices are chosen according to an off-line planning of
the telecommunication network and do not depend on the
current utilization of the resources.
3.2. Second CAC control rule: VariableGPPrice
If the GP prices can be freely assigned by the ISP every
time a connection is accepted, it is possible to assign them in
order to leave the total revenue derivative unchanged:
X
X o
X
X o
w
br yr þ br~ yr~ þ
br y r þ
wr
ð15Þ
~r ¼
r[RGP

r[RBE

r[RGP

r[RBE

Imposing condition (15) leads to the following pricing
scheme for GP users.
VariableGPPrice. Accept any new GP call if it passes the
CAC bandwidth availability check and fix its tariff as
X
ðw0r 2 w
~ 0r Þ
r[RBE
b r~ ¼
ð16Þ
yr~
In this way, we apply a dynamic pricing policy, where a
price is assigned to the incoming GP connection to exactly
equal the revenue which will be lost on the BE traffic. As
said before, a possible choice for the ISP to maximize its
global revenue could consist in imposing very high tariffs to
any incoming GP user. Such a policy would be ‘unfair’ for
the GP users. In a sense, the ‘VariableGPPrice’ strategy can
be interpreted as a way to fix a lower bound to the GP prices.
Any br~ . b r~ would augment the ISP’s global revenue.
VariableGPPrice is a dynamic pricing policy [37],
because the GP prices are set in function of the current
utilization of the resources. It could be interpreted as an
extension to the GP traffic of the shadow prices applied to
the BE traffic. With this strategy, in fact, we want to assign a
price to each new GP connection in function of the decay of
performance of the BE traffic when bandwidth yr~ is no
longer available for the latter. In fact, bandwidth for BE
traffic decreases along the routing path of the new incoming
GP connection; every BE user that has at least one routing
link in common with such new GP connection, will receive
less bandwidth resources and, consequently, a lower price.
This situation remains stable until a new event occurs in the
system (such as the termination or an arrival of a BE or GP
call). A possible drawback of this strategy stems form the
fact that in the PFP scheme, the tariffs are imposed only in
function of the current network congestion condition and
of the BE users’ utility functions. Neither the costs for
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the building and the maintenance of the network infrastructure, nor any ISP’s desirable profit are taken into
consideration.
For both strategies presented so far, every time the CAC
~ BE ¼
block
acts, it is necessary to foresee the revenue G
P
o
~ r which will be obtained in the future on the BE
r[RBE w
traffic after the bandwidth reallocation. The basic idea is to
use the SYSTEM problem (1) to calculate the new value of
the x vector after the bandwidth reallocation; then, using the
USERr problem (7), it is possible to calculate the new BE
prices and the new BE revenue and evaluate the total
revenue after the possible bandwidth reallocation. Eqs. (1)
and (7) are mathematically fairly tractable [13], so it seems
they can be actually applied on-line by the CAC block
during the network evolution. ‘CACPricing1’ and VariableGPPrice are only based on the current PFP bandwidth
and prices allocations. The PFP model does not consider the
dynamic nature of the network [37], namely, call arrivals
and departures are not taken into account. So, in Eqs. (13)
and (15) only the revenues per unit time and not the total
revenues are compared. These two strategies act in fact
following an ‘Open Loop Feedback Control’ approach [22]:
they exploit information on the current congestion situation
on the network links and current utility functions (feedback), but they do not take into consideration what could
happen in the future (open loop) in terms of all the possible
terminations of connections actually present in the network
and in terms of the possible arrivals of new connections.
3.3. Third CAC control rule: accept the incoming GP
requests if, at the end of its duration, it increases the total
revenue
If the lengths of the connections were explicitly
considered, the ISP’s decisions would be different from
those induced by CACPricing1 and VariableGPPrice. For
example, it might happen that, having accepted a new GP
connection, the network is forced to refuse other connections, because it does not have any more bandwidth
available for the incoming requests; on the other hand,
some of these refused connections might contribute to
increase the total revenue much more than the accepted one.
Taking into account the length of the connections would
lead to maximize the total revenue, rather than the revenue
rate. In order to accomplish this task, it would be necessary
to identify all the possible events that happen during each
new incoming GP connection lifetime and to solve the
SYSTEM problem (1) for each time interval between them.
In fact, every time a (BE or GP) connection ends, more
bandwidth becomes available for the BE traffic, so the
system converges to a new balance of the total revenue. In
the following, we propose a heuristic technique that
considers this additional information and takes into account
the possible future opening of new BE and GP connections.
Again, let r~ be the new incoming user asking, at time ~t;
~ Suppose r~
for a GP connection, expected to terminate at T:
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to be subject to the CAC based on the total revenue
~ TOT ð~t; TÞ
~ and G
~ be the total
comparison and let GTOT ð~t; TÞ
~
revenues the ISP expects to obtain in ½~t; T in the case r~ is
refused or accepted, respectively. To calculate the two terms
~ TOT ð~t; TÞ
~ and G
~ it is necessary to break ½~t; T
~ in all
GTOT ð~t; TÞ
of the sub-intervals where there are no changes in the w and
x vectors. To take into account also the arrival of new
requests from GP and BE traffic, we have used a heuristic
approach based on Montecarlo simulation: when a new
request of GP connection occurs, we generate n different
~ At the end of each
simulation runs of length ½~t; T:
simulation we calculate the overall revenue, considering
~
the terminations of the BE and GP connections within ½~t; T
and the arrivals of new BE and GP connections within the
same time interval. In this way, all of the bandwidth
reallocations occurring during the new connection are
considered. In the n different simulations, as to the new
GP connections starting after ~t; a CAC strategy based only
on the bandwidth availability is applied and an estimate of
the expectation of the revenue is computed. Two situations
are considered: the case in which the new GP connection is
refused ðGTOT Þ; and the case in which the new GP
~ TOT Þ: The final choice is to accept
connection is accepted ðG
the incoming GP user r~ only if it increases the estimate of
the mean value of the total revenue obtained at the end of the
~ TOT $ GTOT Þ: In the following, we
recursive procedure ðG
present the pseudocode of the procedure used to decide
whether to accept or not the incoming GP connection by
applying this strategy.
This strategy (called ‘CACPricing2’ (Fig. 1) in the
following), as the CACPricing1, is a static pricing policy
and it is related to the family of the so-called ‘Receding
Horizon’ techniques. A performance index (the revenue)
that is referred to a finite temporal window (the duration of
the new GP connection) is maximized. The perfect
information on the termination instants of all the connections that will end during the new GP connection is
exploited and averaging is performed on the arrivals of the
new GP and BE calls. All of this additional information
leads to an estimation of the expectation of the overall
revenue that could be obtained accepting or refusing the
new GP call. It is clear that this approach is very time
consuming and cannot be applied in a real scenario where
the CAC block acts on-line, but it could be very useful to
test the performance of the previous techniques, where only
an optimization on the revenue rate is applied and the events
that can occur during the new GP connection life time are
ignored.

4. Numerical results
We have developed a simulation tool that describes the
behaviour of the network at call level to verify the
performance of the proposed price-based CAC mechanisms.
The simulator does not model the packet level. The COST
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Fig. 1. Pseudocode of the procedure used by the CACPricing2 strategy.

239 experimental network [23] (depicted in Fig. 2) is utilized
for the tests; it is composed by 20 links and by 11 nodes. We
consider a subset of 10 active routes, where each active route
can generate both BE and GP traffic connections:
Route 1: {0, 1, 5, 7, 10}
Route 2: {4, 8, 12, 19, 15}
Route 3: {14, 17, 16}
Route 4: {2, 5, 6, 12}
Route 5: {3, 8, 9, 10}
Route 6: {5, 7, 9, 11}
Route 7: {3, 4, 13}
Route 8: {1, 19, 12}
Route 9: {17, 18, 11}
Route 10: {3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 16}
Our test scenarios are very close to the simulations
tests of some among the most relevant papers on
CAC and Pricing in telecommunication networks (see
for example Refs. [27,28] for the pure CAC and Refs.
[34,37 – 39] for the Pricing). We have imposed
a probability distribution over all of the
significant variables of the problem: interarrival times
of the BE and GP users, required bandwidth
and utility functions, to produce variable traffic
conditions.
The simulations performed fall in the category of the
so-called ‘finite time horizon’ or ‘terminating’ simulations [24]. For computational time reasons (in particular
for the CACPricing2 strategy) the Independent Replications technique for the analysis of stochastic simulation

systems [24] (i.e. the repetition of the same simulation
with different pseudorandom number generators until a
confidence interval is reached for the performance
parameter) could not be applied. The pricing strategies
are compared in terms of the total revenue and blocking
probability of GP traffic. A fixed sequence of realizations
of the stochastic processes involved in the problem has
been used (i.e. the comparison is done over a sample
path of events). In this way it is guaranteed that the
characteristics of the requests of all the traffic classes are

Fig. 2. Topology of the test network.
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identical in each simulation where a different Pricing
technique is applied.
We have defined as ‘static’ a scenario where each
parameter follows a probability distribution with a fixed
mean value. This corresponds to a real situation where the
users’ behavior, for each traffic class, remains the same
during the simulation (for example in terms of mean arrival
rate or mean duration time of the calls). On the contrary, we
have defined as ‘dynamic’ a scenario where each parameter
follows a probability distribution with different mean
values, namely, the users’ behaviour can change during
the simulation. Both scenarios have been used for the tests.
4.1. The static scenario
Connections are generated following independent
Poisson distributions with mean rate lðBEÞ
and lðGPÞ
for
r
r
each route r; for BE and GP traffic, respectively. The call
durations follow independent exponential distributions
with mean values 1=mðBEÞ
and 1=mðGPÞ
: The bit rate of the
r
r
BE traffic is controlled according to the PFP scheme
using Eqs. (1) and (7). Each GP call requires an amount
of bandwidth generated from an exponential distribution
with mean value g: We use the following utility function
for the BE traffic:
pﬃﬃ
ð17Þ
UðxÞ ¼ a x
where the parameter a is generated with an exponential
distribution with mean value a ¼ 1:
The simulation data are summarized in the following:
† lðBEÞ
¼ lðGPÞ
¼ l ¼ 10 calls per minute ;r [
r
r
{1; …; 10}
† 1=mðBEÞ
¼ 1=mðGPÞ
¼ 1=m ¼ 1 minute ;r [ {1; …; 10}
r
r
† cj ¼ c ¼ 5 Mbps (link capacity), ;j [ {0; …; 19}
† g ¼ 1 Mbps (average bandwidth required by a GP call)
† Time of simulation: 100 min
† n-number of simulations of the procedure used by the
CACPricing2 strategy (Fig. 1): 5.
The results obtained with the proposed CAC rules are
compared with fixed CAC rules, which accept a constant
percentage p of calls that do not violate the bandwidth
constraints. This means that a CAC checking bandwidth
availability is applied when a call enters the network.
Among the calls that respect this rule, only the percentage p
is really accepted. We have considered three different
percentages: p ¼ 100% (‘AlwaysAccept’ strategy), p ¼
50% (‘HalfAccept strategy’) and p ¼ 0% (‘NeverAccept’
strategy). Clearly, also the NeverAccept strategy generates
revenue: all of the GP calls are refused and the overall ISP’s
revenue comes from the BE traffic. These fixed CAC rules
are aimed at representing two extreme conditions, and an
average one, as well, concerning the acceptance of
the incoming GP requests; in this way the contribution of
the GP traffic to the total revenue is highlighted. Fig. 3
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shows the total revenue for two different choices of the price
b (money per unit of sent traffic data the GP user pays for:
† Case 1 b ¼ 0:1 e/Mbps per min.
† Case 2 b ¼ 1 e/Mbps per min.
These two price choices are aimed at evaluating, in a
static scenario, the two typical revenue situations of the
system. As we can see from Fig. 3, the best fixed strategies
in terms of achieved revenue are: the AlwaysAccept
strategy for b ¼ 1:0 and the NeverAccept strategies for b ¼
0:1: In fact, in the case b ¼ 0:1 the BE traffic contributes for
the largest part of the total revenue; on the other hand, GP
traffic represents the largest part of the total revenue in the
case b ¼ 1:0: When b is very low (e.g. b ¼ 0:1), the
maximum revenue is obtained when the GP traffic is not
accepted (NeverAccept technique); if the value of b is
higher (e.g. b ¼ 1:0), the best performance is obtained using
the AlwaysAccept technique. This behaviour is due to the
fact that, if the price paid by the GP users is low, it is
convenient to refuse all of the GP calls, leaving all the
bandwidth to the BE traffic. On the other hand, in the
opposite situation, giving all the bandwidth to the GP traffic
is the most convenient choice in terms of the ISP’s revenue.
The CACPricing1 technique offers a good level of
performance in both cases, showing a good adaptation to
the GP price changes. The behaviour of the VariableGPPrice technique does not depend on b; the tariff of each
connection is dynamically decided on the basis of formula
(16). The obtained performance turns out to be the best one
in absolute in the b ¼ 0:1 situation, while it appears quite
poor if b ¼ 1:0: This shows that the b ¼ 0:1 value is too low
(GP users pay less than they would have to), while b ¼ 1:0
is slightly too high.
If the revenue performance of CACPricing1 is compared with that obtained by CACPricing2, the latter seems
not to be able to produce significant improvements, despite
the greater computational complexity. This might be due

Fig. 3. Static simulation scenario #1. Total revenue [e] with two values of
GP prices.
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to two reasons:
† The CACPricing1 technique (which is based only on
the maximization of the actual revenue per unit time)
already works well and the inaccuracy that is made
ignoring the opening and the termination of new
connections in the future is not so significant.
† The CACPricing2 technique should work better if the
number of recursive simulations would increase, but
this is a very time consuming approach, so it is quite
infeasible, owing to the great computational time
required. We have tried to do it anyway up to n ¼ 10;
but without any significant improvement.
Concerning the Blocking Probability (depicted in Fig. 4),
CACPricing1 offers good performance if b ¼ 1:0: In
the b ¼ 0:1 case, instead, more than 67% of the GP
connections are refused. However, it is important to remind
that from the point of view of the revenue, in this situation,
the best solution was NeverAccept: CACPricing1 obtains
similar revenue, but with a much lower blocking probability. In terms of the GP blocking probability CACPricing2 offers lower values than the CACPricing1 ones. So,
we can see that the greater computational complexity of the
CACPricing2 has more impact on the blocking probability
than directly on the revenue. As obvious, the technique
VariableGPPrice has the same blocking probability as the
AlwaysAccept strategy, because it accepts all the connections that pass the first CAC level based on the bandwidth
availability.
Let us consider another static situation very close to the
previous one, but where the willingness to pay of the BE
users is increased by an order of magnitude; namely, the
parameter a of Eq. (17) is generated with an exponential
distribution with average value a ¼ 10: The results are
summarized in Figs. 5 and 6. In this situation, for both the
b ¼ 0:1 and the b ¼ 1:0 cases, not accepting the GP calls
results to be the best choice, because the tariffs and

Fig. 4. Static simulation scenario #1. GP traffic Blocking Probability, with
two values of GP prices.

Fig. 5. Static simulation scenario #2. Total revenue [e] with two values of
GP prices.

the associate revenue regarding the GP traffic are very
low. The BE users’ availability to pay dominates. Again the
proposed CAC strategies determine the maximum revenue
and a lower blocking probability, too.
On the basis of these results we can note that all of the
static scenarios are characterized by one of these possible
situations:
† predominance of BE revenue (Static simulation scenario
#2 and Static simulation scenario #1, b ¼ 0:1 case): in
this case CACPricing1 and CACPricing2 offer good
performance, but with high blocking probability, while
VariableGPPrice maximizes the total revenue and
minimizes the blocking probability.
† predominance of GP revenue (Static simulation scenario
#1, b ¼ 1:0 case): VariableGPPrice decreases its revenue
performance because the prices (just coming from the
change imposed on the revenue of the BE traffic) are
much lower than the imposed fixed price. CACPricing1
and CACPricing2 provide good results without increasing too much the blocking probability.

Fig. 6. Static simulation scenario #2. Blocking Probability for GP traffic,
with two values of GP prices.
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Fig. 7. Dynamic simulation scenario #1. Utility function variability.

4.2. The dynamic scenario
Now we consider a situation in which the volume of the
traffic and the users’ behaviour can change within the same
simulation. In fact, it is well known that the traffic profile
depends on the period of the day (see e.g. Refs. [25,26])
most of the traffic carried during the day is professional
traffic (e.g. between companies), consisting prevalently of
GP traffic, while BE traffic (for example, residential traffic)
dominates in the evening. Moreover, if also big users can
subscribe a PFP traffic contract and vary the form of their
utility functions, in order to comply with variable QoS
requirements [34,35], it is reasonable to expect that any
‘good’ CAC strategy can optimally react to such variable
traffic conditions. We consider two different dynamic
scenarios: in the first one the utility functions are changed
in order to increase the willingness to pay of the BE users, in
the second one the mean interarrival time of the BE calls is
increased. Each of these scenarios is aimed at simulating a
strong change over the BE traffic behaviour.
From Section 4.1, we can note that the fixed strategy that
maximizes the revenue is AlwaysAccept in the first static
scenario when b ¼ 1 and NeverAccept in the second static
scenario, again when b ¼ 1: In both circumstances, the
strategies proposed in this paper provide the maximum
revenue, so it is reasonable to expect that, in dynamic
conditions, they are able to provide better CAC choices than
the fixed techniques.
Consider now a situation in which the willingness to pay
of BE users changes a number of times within the same
period of simulation, e.g. the utility functions for the BE
traffic are generated according to Eq. (17), where the
parameter a is generated with an exponential distribution
with mean value increasing from 1 (first static scenario) to
10 (second static scenario) (see Fig. 7).
The other simulation data are the same as in the previous
static scenario, but the simulation time is increased to
2000 min. The results are summarized in Figs. 8 and 9.
Observing the values of the revenue obtained at the end of
the simulation period it is clear that, in dynamic conditions,
the fixed strategies do not succeed in optimizing the overall
revenue. The proposed strategies can better suit dynamic
traffic conditions in terms of utility functions variability.

We now consider a different dynamic situation, where
the willingness to pay remains the same, but there is a strong
increase in the interarrival frequency of the BE users from 1
call per minute in the first 1000 min to 20 calls per minute in
the last 800 min (Fig. 10). The utility functions for the BE
traffic are generated according to Eq. (17), where the
parameter a is generated with an exponential distribution
with mean value a ¼ 1 and the other simulation data are the
same as in the previous static scenario, but again with an
increase in the simulation period to 2000 min.
As in the previous dynamic scenario, we can see from
Figs. 11 and 12 that the proposed strategies guarantee the
maximization of the revenue. Moreover, we can also see
that the CACPricing2 strategy maintains a higher revenue
and a lower blocking probability than those of the
CACPricing1 strategy. In dynamic traffic conditions, the
differences in performance obtained by these two strategies
are more evident than in the static case. Despite the fact that

Fig. 8. Dynamic simulation scenario #1. Total revenue [e].

Fig. 9. Dynamic simulation scenario #1. GP traffic Blocking Probability.
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Fig. 10. Dynamic simulation scenario #2. Arrival rate variability (BE traffic).

such differences exist, we can say that the approximation
applied by the CACPricing1 is acceptable in terms of the
revenue and blocking probability performance.
4.3. The case of imperfect information on the utility
functions
Until now, we have supposed the ISP to know the utility
functions of BE users perfectly. When we apply a CAC
rule, using
P Eqs. (1) and (7), we foresee the BE revenue
~ BE ¼ r[R w~ or Þ exploiting all of the information availðG
BE
able from the network traffic conditions (i.e. routing and
utility functions of the active BE users). While it is
reasonable to perfectly know the routing of each active
connection, the same does not hold for the knowledge of the
users’ utility functions. It is more likely to only have partial
information about them. When a BE user enters the
network, it is automatically subject to the flow control and
there is no way, for the ISP, to know perfectly its utility
function. For this reason, it is necessary to test our CAC
rules in the case that Eqs. (1) and (7) are updated only with
an ‘average’ form of the utility functions.
We consider again the first dynamic scenario, where
there is a strong variability in the form of utility functions.
They are generated according to Eq. (17):
pﬃﬃ
UðxÞ ¼ a x
where the parameter a is a random variable with mean value
a increasing from 1 to 10 (see Fig. 7).
We call ‘CACPricing1_MeanU’ and ‘VariableGPPrice_MeanU’ the CACPricing1, VariableGPPrice techniques
where only partial information about the utility
functions of the active BE users is employed, namely
Eqs. (1) and (7) are updated with the average utility
function:
pﬃﬃ
UðxÞ ¼ a x
where a is the current mean value of a according to the current
period of simulation. We consider two different probability
distributions over a : an exponential distribution in the first
case and a uniform distribution between 0 and 2a in the
second one. We have chosen these probability distributions in
order to evaluate the error of the CACPricing1_MeanU and
VariableGPPrice_MeanU strategies in function of

the increase in the variance of a around a: In fact, the
exponential distribution guarantees a larger variance, i.e. a
larger deviation, in the BE users’ willingness to pay.
We considered the following strategies: NeverAccept
(that is the best fixed CAC rule in the first dynamic
scenario), CACPricing1, CACPricing1_MeanU, VariableGPPrice and VariableGPPrice_MeanU. We can see from
Figs. 13 and 14 and Tables 1 and 2 (Total Revenue and GP
Blocking Probability) that the CACPricing1_MeanU
increases the GP Blocking Probability of the CACPricing1
technique. This means that the imperfect information about
the current BE traffic utility functions leads to the wrong
choice in front of the incoming new GP requests, and, for
this reason, it guarantees a smaller total revenue performance than CACPricing1. VariableGPPrice_MeanU, due to
the estimation, affects the charge applied to the incoming
GP connection, leading to an increase of the revenue. It is
important to note that the larger variance of the exponential
probability distribution leads to a larger difference between

Fig. 11. Dynamic simulation scenario #2. Total revenue [e].

Fig. 12. Dynamic simulation scenario #2. Blocking Probability (GP traffic).
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Fig. 13. Dynamic simulation scenario #1, the case of unknown utility functions: Total revenue [e].

Fig. 14. Dynamic simulation scenario #1, the case of unknown utility functions: GP Blocking Probability.

the CACPricing1 and VariableGPPrice performance and
the CACPricing1_MeanU and VariableGPPrice_MeanU
performances. For example, the CACPricing1_MeanU
performance decay is larger in the presence of the
exponential probability distribution: the GP blocking
probability differs from the CACPricing1 of 0.093 in the
uniform distribution case and of 0.201 in the exponential
distribution case. As to the total revenue, the difference is
13,352.4092 in the uniform distribution case and
23,425.286 e in the exponential distribution case.

the ISP’s revenue given the price imposed to the GP calls. It
uses a revenue rate comparison based on the current
network condition, so it can be applied in a real scenario.
The optimization problems (1) and (7) used in our model to
foresee the next PFP equilibrium are in fact mathematically

Total revenue
[e]

Uniform
distribution

Exponential
distribution

5. Final remarks

NeverAccept
CACPricing1
CACPricing1_MeanU
VariableGPPrice
VariableGPPrice_MeanU

161,303.9668
205,956.3458
192,603.9366
231,083.8
249,176.2765

170,212.1668
214,200.3458
190,775.0598
237,574.2
269,351.2752

In this work, we have proposed three Price-Based CAC
rules for a heterogeneous environment of GP and BE
connections. The first CAC rule is aimed at maximizing

Table 1
Dynamic simulation scenario #1, the case of unknown utility functions:
total revenue [e]
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Table 2
Dynamic simulation scenario #1, the case of unknown utility functions: GP
Blocking Probability
Blocking
Probability

Uniform
distribution

Exponential
distribution

NeverAccept
CACPricing1
CACPricing1_MeanU
VariableGPPrice
VariableGPPrice_MeanU

1
0.65
0.743
0.362
0.362

1
0.63
0.831
0.362
0.362

fairly tractable [13]. The third CAC rule has the same aim
and verifies, with a heuristic simulation approach, the
performance of the first one. It is based on a comparison
between the revenue obtained at the end of two different
simulations regarding the network evolution in the cases
when the incoming GP connection is accepted or refused,
respectively. Clearly, the third CAC rule is more precise,
because it considers the overall revenue at the end of each
simulation, also taking into account the events that can
occur in the system during the incoming GP connections’
life time. From all of the presented simulations results, it is
clear that the performance of the first CAC rule is quite close
to that of the third one, so the method proposed with the first
CAC rule effectively guarantees a good level of optimality
for both the ISP’s revenue and the GP blocking probability
at a smaller computational effort. The second CAC rule is
aimed at evaluating a bound over the prices imposed to the
GP calls, if they are accepted after the bandwidth
availability check. It is based on a comparison between
the current shadow prices imposed to the BE users and it
guarantees that the ISP, accepting the incoming GP call,
does not decrease its overall revenue.
As regards the simulation scenarios, in a static situation
of the system parameters, the proposed pricing mechanisms
achieve a lower blocking probability than that of the fixed
CAC strategy that maximizes the overall revenue; in a
dynamic scenario, with time varying system parameters, we
can see that the fixed strategies are not sufficient to maintain
the highest revenue, while the proposed CAC rules optimize
the overall revenue. In a dynamic scenario, an ISP, adopting
only fixed strategies, can reach the best revenue only with a
perfect estimate of the traffic variability and by calculating
off-line the best fixed strategy that has to be used in every
time interval where the traffic conditions reach an overall
stability. On the contrary, adopting the proposed strategies,
and keeping them updated with an estimate of the current
traffic conditions, is sufficient to have the CAC block always
supply the best choice. As we have seen in Section 4.3, our
CAC strategies are also able to maintain a good level of
optimality in the presence of an imperfect information about
BE users’ utility functions.
Finally, we can say that it is reasonable to expect that an
Authority for the control of the market could force the ISP to
fix the price for the GP traffic, in order to manage

the establishment and maintenance of the network infrastructure, plus a tariff able to guarantee a further revenue,
quite similar to the one achieved by the VariableGPPrice
strategy. We know from Ref. [37] that, in large telecommunication networks, the revenue guaranteed by every
optimal dynamic pricing strategy can be always reached by
an optimal static pricing strategy if the statistics of the
sources are quite ‘regular’ (i.e. stationarity and ergodicity of
the interarrival times of the calls in function of the prices).
We have found out something similar in this work, too.
Given the revenue obtained by the VariableGPPrice
strategy, it is always possible to find a static GP price that
can ensure the same revenue applying the CACPricing1
strategy. We have also found that the dynamic strategy (the
VariableGPPrice) has a much lower blocking probability
than the static ones (CACPricing1 and CACPricing2). A
lower blocking probability allows, at the same revenue, to
satisfy a greater number of users. This is a also a useful
property in terms of the ISP’s revenue, if, for instance, a flat
tariff is added to the price imposed to every user for the
establishment of a new connection (e.g. a tariff in function
of the cost of the ISP to signal the establishment of a new GP
connection by using a resource reservation protocol [9,43]).

6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have proposed three price optimization
mechanisms that operate in networks where there are both
BE and GP traffics.
They are based on a decentralized flow control method
(PFP) for the BE traffic and on three original CAC rules
for GP calls. The simulation results presented show that
all of the proposed mechanisms adapt well to traffic
changes in order to maintain the best global revenue for
the ISP.
Future work could include the analysis of the dynamics
of the PFP optimum in the presence of fluctuations in the
bandwidth allocation of the BE traffic and how this can
influence the revenue forecast applied in our CAC rules.
Moreover, it could be very interesting to add some
mechanisms to both the PFP scheme and to CAC rules,
which could take into account the costs for the building and
the maintenance of the network infrastructure and guarantee
a desiderable profit for the ISP. A model for the
maximization of a unified social welfare for both the GP
and the BE users is under investigation, too.
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